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Abstracti
The Doppler-shift attenuation method was used to measure lifetimes of superdeformed (SD) states for both the yraat and the fist excited superdeformed baud of lgOHg. Intrinsic quadruple moments QO were extracted.
For the first time, the dipole transition rates have been extracted for the interband transitions which connect the excited SD band to the yraat states in the
second minimum. The results support the interpretation of the excited SD band
as a rotational band built on an octupole vibration.
INTRODUCTION

SD band in the 190Hg nucleus has a rather unusual behavior,
when compared with excited SD bands in other nuclei of the region [1, 2, 3, 4].
In particular, this SD band decays entirely into the yra.st SD band, instead of
decaying directly towards the normal deformed states. The inter-band transitions, probably of El character, linking this band to the yrast SD band were
observed [2, 3] allowing for the excitation energy, spins md possible parity to be
determined relative to the yrast SD band. At the point of decay into the yrast
SD bzmd, the excitation energy of this excited band is 911 keV, i.e. lower than
would be expected for a two quasiparticle excitation. The dynamic moment of
inertia 9(2) for the excited band is essentially flat as a function of rotational
frequency and about 20% larger than that of any SD band in the A=190 region of superdeformation. When this excited band and its decay pattern were

The first excited
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ABSTRACT
Thermal stratification, which has been linked to the occurrence of pressurized
thermal shock (PTS), is observed to occur during the early stages of simulated loss of
coolant accidents (LOCAS) in the Oregon State University Advanced Plant Experiment
(OSU APEX) Thermal Hydraulic Test Facility. The OSU APEX Test Facility is a scaled
model of the Westinghouse AP600 nuclear power plant. Analysis of the OSU APEX
facility data has allowed the determination of an onset criteria for thermal stratification
and has provided support for the postulated mechanisms leading to thermal stratification.
CFX 4.1, a computational fluid dynamics code, was used to generate a model of the cold
legs and the downcomer that described the phenomena occurring within them. Some
mixing phenomena were predicted that lead to non-uniformity between the two cold legs
attached to the steam generator on the side of the facility containing the Passive Residual
Heat Removal (PRHR) injection system. The stratification was found to be two phase and
unlikely to be a factor in PTS.
1. INTRODUCTION

The OSU APEX Test Facility is a % height scale, Y2 time scale, reduced pressure
integral systems test facility constructed

to model the Westinghouse

AP600 (13). The

model includes the entire primary system, the passive safety systems and parts of the
p,pn-safety grade chemical and volume control systems (CVCS) and residual natural

circulation systems (RNCS).

The interconnecting

pipe routings are also duplicated in the

model. The facility contains a wide range of instruments in a variety of locations.

A

schematic of the facility is shown in figure 1. A computer operated data acquisition
system (DAS) is included to collect and store the instrument readings during the tests.
Review of this data revealed that during parts of the test the temperature of the fluid in
the cold legs was not always uniform and well mixed (i.e. the cold leg was thermally
stratified).

Periods of thermal stratification

were observed throughout each test.

Figure 1- Schematic of the OSU APEX Facility (1)
In past studies by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

and EPRI (5) it was

concluded that a pressurized thermal shock (PTS) event can only occur if all of the
following conditions exist simultaneously

in the reactor vessel;

I.

The reactor pressure vessel has incurred radiation embrittlement,

II.

A flaw exists in [he vessel material and is large enough to propagate,

m.

The reactor coolant near the pressure vessel flaw cools rapidly,

rv.

Heat is transferred quickly from the vessel wall to the fluid,

v.

The primary system is at high pressure.

The observation of thermal stratification

therefore demonstrates

that condition

(III) above is possible, which necessitates the evaluation of this reactor geometry.
of the tools necessary to analyze the risk of PTS, including vessel embrittlement

Many
and non-

destructive testing for material flaws, have been developed and are directly applicable to
the Westinghouse

AP600 (9-12). New thermal hydraulic analysis must be done though, -

because it is very dependent upon the system of interest.
The injection of cold safety injection water is the primary requirement
occurrence of thermal stratification.

The safety injection for most of the plants

for the

previously analyzed occurred within the cold legs. In the APEX facility, emergency
reactor cooling is provided by the Passive Residual Heat Removal (PRHR) system and
the Direct Vessel Injection (DVI) system.

The injection of cooling water occurs within

the steam generator lower plenum (PRHR injection) and the reactor pressure vessel
(DVI). Direct vessel injection has already been examined for the Westinghouse
plants and the downcomer

two-loop

behaves very similarly to the plants previously modeled (2).

The study can be limited to the initial stages of the LOCA (by condition (IV)) because the
system pressure drops rapidly. This leaves the mixing behavior within the cold leg as the
only unsettled PTS issue.
2.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Examination

of the available literature revealed the development

of several

models to describe the fluid mixing within the cold legs. An onset criterion for thermal
stratification in a plant cold leg experiencing

high-pressure

safety injection (HPSI) was

also previously developed.
Well-Mixed Model

The well-mixed

model (14- 19) assumes complete mixing between the loop and

HPSI flow. This method is not applicable to a stagnant loop condition (i.e. no loop flow)
because the well-mixed

assumption ignores the transient cool-down behavior and would

predict a cold leg filled entirely with water at the HPI inlet temperature.
far too conservative

for accurate, realistic analysis.

This condition is

While at the opposite extreme, a

well-mixed cold leg with moderate loop flows may not be conservative enough.

It has

been observed that small loop flows may not be sufficient to generate complete mixing

and thermal stratification

may occur. If the cold leg is stratified, the cold stream falling

into the downcomer maybe significantly colder than the fluid temperature predicted by
the well-mixed model. This would subject the vessel wall to a cool-down transient much
more severe than anticipated.

The well-mixed model is still useful, though, when the

cold leg is actually well mixed.
Regional Mixing Model

Theofanous (16-19) recognized that very small loop flows were sufficient to
break up any injection plume that might exist therefore generating a well-mixed condition
in the cold leg. This led to the creation of the Regional Mixing Model (RMM) which
allowed the quantitative

description of thermal stratification

in a stagnant loop. The

RMM treated the hot and cold streams of the cold leg as stabily stratified and solved the
continuity, momentum

and energy equations for each region. The RMM modeled mixing

at the HPSI point and at the cold leg and downcomer junction.

The amount of mixing

that occurred in these regions was calculated using empirical correlations.

To modify the

RMM for the OSU APEX facility would therefore require the replication of the mixing
experiments for the new geometry.
Three-Dimensional

Computer

Codes

The mixing behavior in the cold legs has also been modeled using a computer
program called COMMIX

(3,4,7,8).

single-phase steady-state/transient
single and multi-component

COMMIX is a general purpose, three-dimensional

computer program for thermal hydraulic analysis of

systems which uses a porous media formulation.

Onset Criteria

It has been repeatedly recognized that a well-mixed cold leg (i.e. non-stratified)
unlikely to lead to a PTS event (3,6,8,10-12,16-19).

is

Theofanous therefore generated an

onset criterion to quickly determine if a particular combination of loop flow (be it forced
or natural circulation) and safety injection flow could potentially be stratified at the cold
leg exit.

Theofanous pointed out that for the cold leg flow to be well-mixed there must

be sufficient loop flow to break up the HPI plume (or PRHR injection plume in this case)
and to produce a stable exit of flow into the downcomer.

Expressing

the stationarity of

long waves at the interface of two parallel flowing liquid layers of different density with
the supetilcial Froude number leads to an equation describing the boundary of stability
(26).
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This condition is analogous to flow choking (or flooding) in the sense that the two-layer
flow cannot be changed gradually without leading to a violent disruption of the flow by
internal discontinuities

(i.e. hydraulic jump).

Figure 2- Comparison of theoretical stratification

criteria with the CREARE

l/5-scale test

results (16).
Theofanous compared the stratification/mixing

boundaries expressed by this

equation to the experimental data collected from the CREARE 1/5 scale mixing facility

in figure 2. Excellent agreement is noted. The equation does not predict the degree of
stratification.

It simply provides an uncomplicated

loop flow for which stratification

tool for establishing an estimate of

can be ignored and a well-mixed condition can be

assumed to exist.
3. DESCRIPTION

OF THERMAL

STRATIFICATION

To reasonably predict thermal stratification
necessary the problem must be simplified.

To do this a qualitative analysis was

performed initially to establish which components
thermal stratification

and to reduce the amount of modeling

were significant to the study of

as it affected PTS. Data from the OSU APEX facility was used to

generate and support assumptions

regarding the conditions within the cold leg,

downcomer, core makeup tanks (CMTS) and steam generators and to explain the
interactions between them. The reactor is symmetric and may therefore be broken into
two distinct halves, the CMT-side of the facility that is affected by the presence of the
CMT-Pressure

Balance Lines (PBLs) and the PRHR-side of the facility which contains

the PRHR injection line at the base of the steam generator.
Thermal Stratification

on the CMT-Side

During the high-pressure

stage of the LOCA the fluid in the CMT-side cold legs

transitions between four conditions.

A plot of the vertical temperature profile in cold leg

#3 is shown in figure 3. This cold leg is located on the CMT-side of the facility and is the
cold leg containing the break.
Figure 3- Cold leg temperature profile as measured by the thermocouple
#3.

rake in cold leg

Figure 4- Schematic of normal operation.
Figure 5- Schematic of loop stagnation,
Figure 6- Schematic of two-phase stratification.
The events leading to thermal stratification in the CMT-side cold legs can be broken
down into the following four stages:
1. natural circulation
2. cold leg stagnation
3. two-phase stratification
4.

vapor filled (“empty”) cold legs

The beginning of the third stage (two-phase stratification)
for thermal stratification.
stratification

is chosen as the time of onset

A description of the events leading up to the onset of thermal

in the CMT-side cold legs follows.

Prior to the beginning of the LOCA, the reactor is operating under normal
conditions.

Water is circulating through the reactor primary loop, driven by the reactor

coolant pumps and, to a lesser extent, by buoyancy forces.

A schematic of normal

operation is shown in Figure 4.

Stage 1- Natural Circulation
When the simulated break occurs, the safety systems are actuated and the reactor
trips. Even though the pumps have tripped, natural convection continues to drive the
flow of the coolant through the reactor. The flow patterns are similar to normal
operation, but with significantly

lower flow rates. On the CMT-side of the facility, cold

water is not injected into the cold legs at any point during the transient.

During this stage

there is no mixing occurring and the cold leg temperature is therefore the same as the
steam generator temperature, resulting in a uniform temperature profile.
As the reactor pressure drops, steam bubbles begin to form within the vessel head,
pressurizer and steam generator U-tubes.

Eventually, the bubbles in the steam generators

grow large enough that they interrupt natural circulation through the reactor. When the
steam generator steam bubble stops natural circulation, the primary loop is considered
“stagnant.”

The break, though, still draws fluid into the cold leg. The CMT is still in a

natural circulation mode and is also drawing fluid into the cold leg. This flow must come
from the downcomer.

Thus beginning stage 2.

Stage 2- LOOP Stagnation
A schematic of loop stagnation is shown in figure 5. The lower downcomer
temperature steadily drops throughout the LOCA transient while the upper downcomer
temperature quickly becomes saturated.

The high temperature of the upper downcomer is

caused by the flow of vapor through the downcomer bypass holes in the top of the
downcomer.

Eventually the vapor fills the upper downcomer and saturated steam begins

to be drawn into the cold leg. This marks the onset of thermal stratification

in the cold

legs and the beginning of stage 3.

Stage 3- Two-Phase

Stratification

in the Cold Legs

A schematic of two-phase stratified condition is shown in figure 6. The entrance
of vapor through the bypass holes allows steam to flow into the upper downcomer and
form an annular region of steam. Steam is then drawn into the cold leg and flows along

the top of the cold leg and into the CMT-P13L where it is either condensed or coalesces to
form a vapor bubble allowing the CMT to begin draining.
The lower stream in the cold leg also comes from the downcomer.

It consists of

subcooled liquid and runs along the bottom of the cold leg. The top stream will always
beat the system saturation temperature and the bottom stream will control the degree of
stratification.
The purpose of this study was to provide a description of the cold leg temperature
profile at the exit of the cold legs so that their contribution
be evaluated.

to a potential PTS event can

It is therefore important to note that flow is going from the downcomer

into the cold leg and not from the cold leg into the downcomer.
no

This means that there is

cold plume falling into the downcomer and no vessel cool-down transient below the

CMT-side cold legs that is more severe than the overall vessel cool-down rate. The cold
legs on the CMT-side of the facility therefore can not cause PTS.

Stage 4- Vapor Filled Co/d Legs
The vapor bubble in the reactor pressure vessel continues to grow. When the
Automatic Depressurization

System (ADS) valves open the reactor pressure drops rapidly

and much of the primary system liquid volume flashes to steam. This quickly lowers the
reactor liquid level and causes the cold legs to fill with steam. The cold legs will refill
with water later in the test, but PTS will not be a danger because the reactor pressure is
relatively low.
Figure 7- Cold leg #4 temperature profile as measured by the thermocouple
the cold leg.
Figure 8- Schematic of natural circulation on the PRHR-side of the facility.
b

rake within

,.
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Figure 9- Schematic of two-phase stratification in cold leg #4 (PRHR-side).
Thermal Stratification

on the PRllR-Sicfe

There is an observed difference between the magnitude of thermal stratification
on the PRHR- and CMT-sides of the facility. Thermal Stratification
the facility can be as much as 100° F larger. This greater stratification

of the PRHR-side of
is directly related

to the injection of cold water from the PRHR into the steam generator, whereas the CMTside of the facility does not have any sources of water colder than the downcomer fluid.
Figure 7 shows a plot of the vertical thermocouple rake in cold leg #4 on the PRHR-side
of the facility.
The PRHR-side cold legs go through three stages early in the LOCA. These
stages are similar to those experienced
direction.

by the CMT-side but with different bulk flow

The stages are as follows:

1. natural circulation
2.

two-phase cold leg “stagnation”

3.

vapor filled cold legs

Stage 1- Naturai Circulation
The natural circulation stage is very similar to the natural circulation stage of the
CMT-side.

A schematic of this condition is shown in figure 8. Natural circulation flow,

which is large compared to the PRHR flow, dominates the cold leg. Because the natural
circulation flow is so much larger than the PRHR flow the PRHR injection plume is
thoroughly broken up and completely
obtained.

mixed, therefore a uniform cold leg temperature is

The bulk cold leg flow, though, is still cooled noticeably by the PRHR

:.-

operation.

This stage will continue until the steam generator void becomes large enough

that it interrupts natural circulation.

Stage 2- Two-Phase Loop Stagnation
When natural circulation stops the primary loop is considered stagnant where
stagnation is defined in the same manner as in stage 2 of the CMT-side discussion.

The

only activity on the PRHR-side of the facility at this point is generated by the PRHR
injection.

The PRHR flow is much colder than the ambient primary fluid. 13uoyanc y

forces therefore drive flow down into the cold leg and towards the downcomer.
Incomplete mixing of the PRHR injection stream may result in the formation of a singlephase counter-current

flow condition, where the bottom of the cold leg is colder than the

top. This condition would result in a colder plume of water exiting the cold leg into the
downcomer than if the cold leg was well mixed. Figure 7 does not conclusively
existence of a counter-current

condition.

show the

Other methods must be employed to determine

if this condition exists. At this point the PRHR is analogous to the high-pressure

safety

injection (HPSI) systems of common reactors currently in operation and some analysis
tools generated for this problem may therefore be used (including the onset criterion of
Theofanous).
The thermal stratification

observed in this plot is significant, but it can be credited

to the presence of a thin layer of vapor near the top of the cold leg pipe. This suggests
that because the remainder of the cold leg is of uniform temperature that the PRHR
injection plume is becoming well mixed with the ambient fluid in the steam generator
lower plenum and the reactor coolant pump prior to entering the cold leg. Therefore, if
thermal stratification

due to counter-current

flow is occurring, the magnitude

of the

temperature difference is small. A schematic of the natural circulation phase is shown in
figure 8.
As previously observed on the CMT-side of the facility, the vapor bubble in the
reactor pressure vessel grows and eventually fills the upper downcomer with steam.
Because the top of the steam generator is at a much higher elevation than the top of
reactor vessel the steam is driven by buoyancy toward the steam generator.
to reach the steam generator a counter-current
develop. When this counter-current

For the steam

flow condition in the cold leg must

flow condition develops to the cold leg stratifies.

Stage 3- Empty Cold Legs
As the primary system pressure drops the vapor bubble in the reactor vessel grows
and eventually the cold legs fill with vapor and the PRHR natural circulation loop is
interrupted.
Comparison

with ROSA Facility Data

The Large Scale Test Facility (LSTF) of the Japan Atomic Energy Research
Institute was modified to simulate the Westinghouse

AP600 and to provide data for

comparison to the OSU APEX test facility. When in the AP600 configuration
is more commonly known as the ROSA facility.

the LSTF

The data generated by the ROSA

facility was compared to that generated by the OSU APEX facility and very similar
phenomena were observed.

4. DESCRIPTION

OF CFX MODEL

It was determined that the use of a three-dimensional

computational

fluid

dynamics (CFD) code would be best suited for generating a model of this system. CFX
4.1 by AEA technologies was selected for the task.
CFX 4.1 is a general purpose CFD package that can be used to simulate a wide
range of fluid flow and heat transfer processes.

The package is comprehensive

and

includes software to generate the problem geometry, setup the flow solver, and analyze
the results with flow visualization
Description

tools.

of Model

The model was intended to predict the onset and severity of thermal stratification
in the cold legs for a variety of circumstances.

The CMT-side cold legs were not

included because they did not affect the downcomer.

It was soon found that the cold leg

behavior was extremely dependent on the phenomena occurring in its neighboring
equipment, including the steam generator lower plenum and the downcomer.
accurate model of the cold leg phenomena
components.

An

would therefore require the inclusion of these

The system was constructed by attaching many blocks together and then

subdividing the blocks into cells. The final model contained 38 blocks and 55,772 cells.
Summary

of Model Output

The CFD model was setup to simulate three system conditions on the PRHR side
of the OSU APEX facility including:
●

the full natural circulation phase

●

a reduced natural circulation phase

s

the loop stagnation phase

The first and last phases are described in the descriptionof phenomena

section and the

third phase is included to illustrate the transition between the other two. Boundary
conditions at the steam generator inlet were the only difference between these cases. In
all three cases, the PRHR inlet flow is the same and there is a moderate flow of water
through the bypass holes located at the top of the downcomer.

The temperature and flow

rate for each of these inlet streams is tabulated in the following table.
Flow Rate
Temp.
(K)
(GPM)
Full Natural
PRHR inlet
295
5
Circulation
SG flOW
477
50
Bypass Flow
477
2.5
Reduced Natural
PRHR inlet
295
5
Circulation
477
SG flOW
20
477
Bypass Flow
2.5
PRHR inlet
295
5
Loop Stagnation
SG fiOW
-NIA0
477
Bypass flow
2.5
Table 4-1- Boundary conditions for CFX ‘4.1 models.
A significant simplification

to the system was made by assuming that flow

through the bypass holes was water instead of steam. This assumption
the difficulty of the probIem. The assumption

greatly reduces

undoubtedly reduces the magnitude of the

buoyancy forces but it does not eliminate them. The phenomena observed in the models
can therefore still be extrapolated to the actual system.
Figure 10 – The surface temperatures

for the full natural circulation case as

predicted by CFX 4.1,
Figure 11 – The cold leg temperature
as predicted by CFX 4.1

profiles for the full natural circulation case

Figure 12 – The cold leg velocity profiles for the full natural circulation case as
predicted by CFX 4.1.
Figure 13 – The steam generator lower plenum temperature profile for the full ‘
natural circulation case as predicted by CFX 4.1.
Figure 14 – The steam generator lower plenum velocity profile and velocity
vectors for the full natural circulation case as predicted by CFX 4.1.

Full Natural Circulation
CFX 4.1 was used to calculate the velocity and temperature of the fluid at every
node of the problem. Figure 10 shows the temperature

at the system surfaces. A few

phenomena are of particular interest in this plot, including the pool of cold water at the
base of the steam generator and the lack of thermal stratification

in the cold legs.

Figures 11 and 12 consist of several vertical slices in the cold leg. These slices
show cross sectional views of the temperature and velocity of fluid in the cold legs. It is
important to note that the flow is one directional and is moving toward the downcomer.
Another area of interest is the steam generator lower plenum and cold leg
penetrations (the connective piping between the steam generator lower plenum and the
reactor coolant pumps). Figure 13 shows the temperature
region. The cold pool above the PRHR injection

nozzle

field in a vertical slice of this
is apparent.

Figure

14 shows a

velocity vector plot of this region. R clearly shows that the all the fluid is moving
downward into the reactor coolant pumps.
Figure 15 – The surface temperatures for the reduced natural circulation case as
predicted by CFX 4.1.

Figure 16 – The cold leg temperature profiles for the reduced natural circulation
case as predicted by CFX 4.1.
Figure 17 – The cold leg velocity profiles for the reduced natural circulation case
as predicted by CFX 4.1.
Figure 18 – The steam generator lower plenum temperature profile for the
reduced natural circulation case as predicted by CFX 4.1.
Figure 19 – The steam generator lower plenum velocity profile and velocity
vectors for the reduced natural circulation case as predicted by CFX 4.1.

Reduced Natural Circulation
Again, CFX 4.1 was used to calculate the velocity and temperature
every node of the problem.

of the fluid at

Figure 15 shows the temperature at the system surfaces. The

pool of cold water at the base of the steam generator is present once again and the cold
legs are thermally stratified.

The magnitude of stratification ‘is approximately

30°

Celsius.
Figures 16 and 17 show cross section views of the temperature

and velocity of

fluid in the cold legs. It is important to note that there is a counter-current

flow condition

occurring and that the hot fluid on top is moving toward the steam generator and the cold
fluid on bottom is moving toward the downcomer.
Figure 18 shows the temperature field in a vertical slice of this region. The cold
pool above the PRHR injection nozzle is apparent.
plot of this same region. The counter-current
Figure 20 – The surface temperatures
CFX4. I.

Figure 19 shows a velocity vector

flow condition in this region is evident.
for the stagnant loop case as predicted by

Figure 21 – The cold leg temperature profiles for the stagnant loop case as
predicted by CFX 4.1.
Figure 22 – The cold leg velocity profiles for the stagnant IOOp case as predicted
by CFX 4.1.
Figure 23 – The steam generator lower plenum temperature profile for the
stagnant loop case as predicted by CFX 4.1.
Figure 24 – The steam generator lower plenum velocity profile and velocity
vectors for the stagnant loop case as predicted by CFX 4.1. surface temp

Loop Stagnation
Figures 20 through 24 describe the CFX 4.1 output for the case where there is no
natural circulation and the primary system is therefore considered stagnant.

For this case

there is still PRHR injection and downcomer bypass flow. The predicted phenomena are
very similar to the reduced natural circulation case except for the non-symmetry
the cold legs and the degree of stratification.
approximately

The total flow through the cold legs is

1/5 that the of the reduced natural circulation case. Figure 20 shows that

this allows the back flow from the downcomer
non-symmetric

between

to be more dominant.

This leads to the

flow between the cold legs, where one cold leg is dominated by the flow

of hot water back toward the steam generator and the other is more thermally stratified
and is experiencing

a counter-current

flow condition.

Cross sectional plots of the cold leg temperature and velocity are provided in
Figures 21 and 22.

The difference in stratification

Figures 23 and 24 show the conditions
and cold leg penetrations.

is clearly shown in these figures.

within the steam generator lower plenum

The strong upward flow of hot water in the left cold leg and

.-

the downward flow in the right cold leg are evidence of the non-symmetry

of phenomena

and illustrate the need for both cold legs in the model.
5. ONSET OF THERMAL

STRATIFICATION

A convenient method for determining if thermal stratification

will occur was

generated by Theofanous (20). Because this method is based on analysis done only at the
cold leg exit, it can be applied with equal validity in this study by substituting the PRHR
for the HPI. The boundary for onset of stratification is expressed in the following
equations,

-z
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= 1-t~

Q

QPRHR

where the FrpRHR,cLis defined as the following,
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Where FrPR~R,c~is the superficial Froude number in the cold legs, QPRHRis the PRHR
injection flow rate, Q~c is the natural circulation flow rate, ACLand DCLare the area and
diameter of the cold leg respectively,

PPRHRis the density of the fluid injected through the

PRHR and p~ is the density of the fluid outside the cold leg exit. Three cold leg
conditions can be analyzed to create data points for examination
first condition is natural circulation
loop condition.

with PRHR injection.

in these equations.

The

The second is the stagnant

The third, and most valuable, is the condition at the transition from well

mixed to stratified.

A summary of these values has been included in table 2 and the

values have been added to the plot generated by Theofanous in figure 25.

Facility

System Condition

I

APEX

Natural circulation
Stagnation
Natural circulation
ROSA
Transition (sinde Dhase)
two phase stratified
Stagnation
full natural circulation
CFX
Partial natural circulation
Stagnation
AP600
Natural circulation
Stagnation
Table 2- Onset Criteria Data.

FrpRHR,cL

1+

“
QPRHR

1.2 x 10-’

111

2.1 x 10-’
1.4X 10-1
9.5 x 10-2

1
7
1

Figure 25- The onset chart developed by Theofanous containing the onset line and data
from the CREARE, APEX and ROSA facilities as well as points generated using CFX.
The values calculated for the natural circulation condition clearly lie on the wellmixed side of the figure. This is in agreement with the cold leg #4 thermocouple
the OSU APEX and ROSA facilities that show that thermal stratification
when the natural circulation flows are high during the transient.

rake in

does not occur

The values calculated

for the stagnant cold leg fall on the stratified side of the plot. This is also in agreement
with the measured data that shows that two-phase stratification accompanies

the

stagnation of the cold leg. Most instructive though is the transition point calculated for
the ROSA facility that falls very near the onset criteria line, further supporting its
credibility as a threshold for stratification.

The conditions within the AP600 where

estimated and plotted on the chart also. The points show that the AP600 will cross the
onset threshold during a LOCA in a manner similar to the experimental
meaning that the AP600 will experience a two-phase stratification

facilities,

period during a

LOCA. The CFX data points were included as well. They show that CFX is reasonably
good at predicting the flow conditions in the actual system.
The onset criterion is useful for determining

if thermal stratification

could

possibly occur within a system without performing

a detailed experimental

or analytical

analysis.

It does not provide any insight to the degree of stratification though.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A description of thermal stratification

in the subcooled blowdown phase of a

LOCA and the factors that cause it on both the PRHR and CMT side of the OSU APEX
facility was generated.
two-phase.

This description showed that the stratification was predominately

A model was constructed to simulate the thermal hydraulic conditions

within

the steam generator lower plenum, cold legs and downcomer on the PRHR side of the
facility using CFX 4.1, a computational
predict thermal stratification
symmetric.

fluid dynamics code. The model was able to

and also suggested that the coldleg conditions maybe non-

A criterion for predicting the onset of thermal stratification,

based on the

cold leg Froude number and the ratio of the natural circulation and the PRHR injection
flow, was established.
two-phase stratification

This criterion suggests that the AP600 will experience a period of
during a LOCA. The stratification,

though, will not increase the

risk of a PTS event occurring within the reactor.
7.
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